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Culturally transmitted tool use has important ecological and evolutionary con-

sequences and has been proposed as a significant driver of human evolution.

Such evidence is still scarce in other animals. In cetaceans, tool use has been

inferred using indirect evidence in one population of Indo-Pacific bottlenose

dolphins (Tursiops sp.), where particular dolphins (‘spongers’) use marine

sponges during foraging. To date, evidence of whether this foraging tactic

actually provides access to novel food items is lacking. We used fatty acid

(FA) signature analysis to identify dietary differences between spongers and

non-spongers, analysing data from 11 spongers and 27 non-spongers from

two different study sites. Both univariate and multivariate analyses revealed

significant differences in FA profiles between spongers and non-spongers

between and within study sites. Moreover, FA profiles differed significantly

between spongers and non-spongers foraging within the same deep channel

habitat, whereas the profiles of non-spongers from deep channel and shallow

habitats at this site could not be distinguished. Our results indicate that sponge

use by bottlenose dolphins is linked to significant differences in diet. It appears

that cultural transmission of tool use in dolphins, as in humans, allows the

exploitation of an otherwise unused niche.

1. Introduction
Animal tool use may have important ecological and evolutionary conse-

quences, particularly due to its potential association with the exploration of

novel niches and its contribution to niche variation within populations [1,2].

The ecological niche concept is one of the pillars of ecological theory [3]. It

posits that the ecology of individuals (or species) in sympatry with similar con-

straints (i.e. niches) is adjusted by differentiation into new niches. Thus, the

exploitation of novel niches will reduce competition for food, space or other

important resources. There is mounting evidence that many animal populations

are composed of specialized individuals, whose niches are narrower than that

of the overall population [1] for reasons other than sex, age or morphology

[4]. Such substantial individual variation in, for example, diet, microhabitat pre-

ferences and foraging behaviour, appears to be ubiquitous in the animal

kingdom and has been described in highly divergent taxonomic groups,

including gastropods, insects, fishes, reptiles, birds andmammals (reviewed in [1]).

In most organisms, niche exploitation appears to be under genetic control [2].

‘Cultural’ niche exploitation,which is induced bystable trans-generational transfer

of innovations through social learning not under genetic or environmental control

& 2014 The Author(s) Published by the Royal Society. All rights reserved.
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[2], has therefore received special attention [5,6]. It has been pro-

posed that cultural niche exploitationwas a significant driver of

human evolution [7]. For instance, social transmission of dairy

farming practices appears to have changed selection pressures,

a process referred to as ‘niche construction’ [8]. It is thought that

the genes responsible for lactose absorption rose in frequency in

pastoralist communities because of this, as the ability to digest

lactose in adults is closely correlated with the occurrence of

genes responsible for lactose digestion in human populations

[7]. Gene-culture coevolutionary models provide support for

this hypothesis when cultural transmission is very reliable [9].

There is increasing evidence that variation in behavioural

patterns and tool use in primates [10–12], cetaceans [13] and

other animals [14] appear to reflect cultural processes. Thus,

investigating to what extent tool use affects niche exploitation

in other cultural species may help us to identify those factors

enabling niche construction in humans and other animals.

In almost all species, niche exploitation is achieved by direct

interactions with the environment [1]. To our knowledge, there

are only a few documented cases in which tool use (sensu [15])

was found to allow the exploitation of otherwise unused niches

and, subsequently, resulted in significant differences in diets

between tool users and non-tool users [16]. Although tool use

appears to be widespread in the animal kingdom in terms of

taxonomic breadth [14], it is rare in mammals, having been

described in only a few primate [17] and non-primate

mammal species [14]. In cetaceans, evidence of tool use has

thus far only been inferred in a subset of Indo-Pacific bottlenose

dolphins (Tursiops sp., ‘bottlenose dolphins’ hereafter) within

the broader population of Shark Bay, Western Australia [18],

although whether these dolphins use the sponges as tools is

still regarded as contentious by some [19]. Particular matrilines

of dolphins are thought to usemarine sponges as foraging tools

and previous studies invoked cultural transmission as a signifi-

cant determinant of ‘sponging’ behaviour [13,20,21]. Cultural

variation in primates is often observed between geographically

distinct populations [10], but see [22]. However, behavioural

variants in cetaceans often occur in sympatry [23]. Thus, ceta-

cean populations provide an excellent opportunity to study

the potential of culturally mediated niche variation involving

tools within populations.

Bottlenose dolphins in Shark Bay exhibit a remarkable

diversity of foraging specializations, some of which appear

to be facilitated via social transmission [20] and involve appar-

ent tool use, such as sponging [18] and, perhaps, shelling [24].

The sponges are thought to be used as a protective tool against

abrasion from sharp objects, stingray barbs or noxious organ-

isms [18,25]. Previous evidence suggests that sponging may

enable dolphins to target fishes without swim bladders, as

these prey items are not easily detectable with echolocation

against a complex substrate [25]. Sponging is well documented

in the two gulfs of Shark Bay, where its occurrence seems lar-

gely confined to deep-water channels [26,27]. With more than

60% of all females engaging in this behaviour, sponging is the

most common foraging tactic in deep-water channels [28].

Although there is a female bias to sponging, recent findings

suggest that the proportion of sponging males may be substan-

tially higher than previously reported (at least 25% of all

spongers in the western gulf are male (M. Krützen & S. J.

Allen 2014, unpublished data) and up to 50% of males born

to spongers in the eastern gulf become spongers [29]). Impor-

tantly, dolphins that do not use tools (‘non-spongers’) also

forage in these deep-water channels [13,20], providing an

ideal opportunity for a direct comparison of the diets of both

foraging types without habitat being a confounding factor.

Relatedness patterns differ between both gulfs. In the eastern

gulf, spongers are more closely related than expected by

chance [13], while this is not the case in the western gulf [30].

As direct observations of prey capture and feeding events

in dolphins are rare, it remains unclear as to what extent the

use of sponges permits access to otherwise unavailable prey

items for Shark Bay dolphins. Thus, applications of techniques

enabling the inference of dietary differences between groups of

animals are required. Traditional methods, such as analyses

of stomach contents or faecal samples have major drawbacks

in that they only provide information about very recent diet

and will be unlikely to reflect long-term dietary differences.

Further, such samples are infrequently obtained or unfeasible

due to their reliance on subject capture or mortality. In recent

years, the analysis of fatty acids (FAs) has been shown to pro-

vide a powerful tool in diet studies [31–33]. The underlying

premise is that FAs of consumed prey are deposited in a pre-

dictable manner into the adipose tissue of predators, thereby

creating a unique profile of a number of FAs in various pro-

portions, reflecting long-term diet [34]. As FA biosynthesis in

animals is limited to saturated and mono-unsaturated FAs,

those of dietary and non-dietary origin can be delineated and

so serve as powerful biochemical tracers [34].

In this study, we aimed to investigate whether sponge use

during foraging by Shark Bay bottlenose dolphins may be

associated with the acquisition of novel resources. We hypo-

thesized that sponge use allows the exploitation of otherwise

unused niche space, so sponging dolphins should have a

significantly different FA profile from that of dolphins that

forage in the same habitat, yet have not been observed using

sponges. In order to test our hypothesis, we examined the

diet of groups of sponging and non-sponging wild bottlenose

dolphins based on the analysis of FA profiles of remotely

obtained blubber samples.

2. Material and methods

(a) Study areas and sample collection
We studied Indo-Pacific bottlenose dolphins in the western
(WSB) and eastern gulfs (ESB) of Shark Bay, Western Australia
(figure 1). This semi-enclosed bay is largely comprised of
shallow sea grass beds, broken up by deeper channels and
embayment plains covered in sand or silt. In ESB, dolphins
have been comprehensively studied since the mid-1980s [35].
We established a second study site in WSB, off the township of
Useless Loop, in 2007. At both sites, we carried out standardized
boat-based surveys to photographically identify dolphins [36],
along with collection of data including group behaviour, group
composition, sponger presence/absence, GPS location, water
depth and substrate features. Similar to previous studies [26],
we classified individual dolphins as spongers if they were
sighted a minimum of three times on different days using a
sponge. All other animals were categorized as non-spongers.

Biopsy samples were obtained from adult individuals using a
remote biopsy system for small cetaceans [37]. We collected nine
tissue samples in ESB during one month of sampling in 2002,
where data were obtained ad libitum of known adult spongers
and non-spongers [13] encountered within the same deep-water
channels (figure 1). In ESB, we sampled in the deep habitat: four
female spongers, two female and three male non-spongers. In
WSB, we sampled in the deep habitat: seven female spongers,
three female and one male non-spongers; in the moderate habitat:
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six female and twomale non-spongers; in the shallowhabitat: seven
female and two male non-spongers (see data analysis section). In
WSB, 29 samples from adult dolphins were collected in 2008 and
2009 during ad libitum surveys, resulting in a collection of tissue
samples from sponging and non-sponging dolphins encountered
in different habitats, namely shallow flats and deep-water channels.

After biopsy retrieval, the blubber portion of ESB samples
was immediately cut off, placed in a chloroform–methanol
solution (2 : 1 v/v) and stored at 2208C. WSB samples were
wrapped in residue-free aluminium foil and placed in a cryo-
vial, which was placed on ice and later transferred to a dry shipper
filled with liquid nitrogen. The remaining epidermis, collected for
genetic analyses, was kept in a saturated NaCl/20% dimethyl-
sulfoxide solution [38] at 2208C. DNA samples were stored at
2808C in the laboratory. Genetic sexing was conducted on all
samples as described previously [39].

(b) Laboratory procedures
Lipid extraction of the blubber biopsy samples was carried out
following a modified Folch protocol [40]. All samples were
transferred into a chloroform–methanol mixture (2 : 1 v/v) of
20-fold the sample/storage solution volume,with 0.01%butylated
hydroxytoluene as an antioxidant for 24 h at 48C. Potassium chlor-
ide in H2O (0.9%) was added to form a final emulsified mixture of
chloroform, methanol and KCl/H2O (8 : 4 : 3 v/v/v). After centri-
fuging at 1800 r.p.m. at 08C for 20 min, the lower layer of lipid and
chloroform was removed. The solvent was evaporated in a rotary
evaporator at 358C and residual solvent was removed from the
lipid using a vacuum pump. Lipid samples were then re-
suspended in iso-hexane (2 ml) and stored under nitrogen at
2208C until trans-esterification. For the trans-esterification of tri-
acylglycerides into FA methyl esters (FAME), first, iso-hexane
was removed under a constant stream of nitrogen. Distilled
toluene (1 ml) and sulfuric acid in methanol (1%, 2 ml) were
added to each sample. The mixture was shaken and heated over-
night at 508C in a heating block. The extract was allowed to cool
before H2O (5 ml) containing NaCl (5%), followed by iso-hexane
(5 ml), was added. The samples were shaken and then left to

settle until the layers separated. The top iso-hexane layer, contain-
ing the methyl esters, was transferred into a test tube. A further
aliquot of iso-hexane was added to the original sample mixture
and extraction of methyl esters was repeated. The combined
organic layers were washed with 2% of potassium bicarbonate
(4 ml) and, again, the upper layer was removed before being
dried over anhydrous sodium sulfate (5 g). Samples were stored
frozen prior to analysis. Prior to gas chromatography (GC),
the extracts were diluted with iso-hexane to give a total FAME
concentration of 0.01 mg ml21

Trans-esterified lipidswere analysed on aHewlett Packard 5890
GC for ESB samples and a Hewlett Packard 6890 GC for WSB
samples (Agilent Technologies, Berkshire,UK). Bothwere equipped
with a flame ionization detector (GC-FID) and a cool on-column
injector. An Agilent DB 23 fused silica capillary column (30 m �

0.2 mm i.d.) coated with 0.25 mm film of 50%-cyanopropyl-methyl-
polysiloxane (Crawford Scientific, Strathaven, UK)was used for the
separation. Injections of 1 ml were carried out at 608C, followed by
an increase in temperature of 258Cmin21 to 1508C and 18C min21

up to 2008C. The temperature was then held constant for 10 min
before final elevation at 58C min21 to 2308C, where it was held for
5 min. Nitrogen was used as the carrier gas.

Twenty-nineFAMEweredetermined: 14 : 0, 14 : 1 (n2 5), 15 : 0,
16 : 0, 16 : 1 (n2 7), 16 : 2 (n2 6), 16 : 3 (n2 6), 16 : 4 (n2 3), 18 : 0,
18 : 1 (n 2 9), 18 : 1 (n 2 7), 18 : 2 (n 2 6), 18 : 3 (n 2 6), 18 : 3
(n 2 3),18 : 4 (n 2 3), 20 : 0, 20 : 1 (n 2 11), 20 : 1 (n 2 9), 20 : 2
(n2 6), 20 : 3 (n2 3), 20 : 4 (n2 6), 20 : 4 (n2 3), 20 : 5 (n 2 3),
21 : 5 (n 2 3), 22 : 0, 22 : 1 (n 2 11), 22 : 5 (n 2 3), 22 : 6 (n 2 3)
and 24 : 1 (n 2 9). Data were collected via a PE Nelson 610
link box and processed using TOTALCHROMNAVIGATOR v. 6.3.1 soft-
ware (Perkin-Elmer, Beaconsfield, UK). The normalized area
percentages were calculated for each of the 29 individual FAME
as percentage of the total area for all identified FAs. FAME were
identified by comparisonwith retention time and profiles of various
FAME in reference materials (Restek marine oil FAME standard,
RESTEX, Bellafonte, PA, USA) and laboratory reference materials
(LRM144 cod liver oil, LRM145 orange roughy oil and EO23 fish
oil). These reference materials were also used to monitor quality
control. Gas chromatography–mass spectrometry (GC–MS) using

10 0

km

East Shark Bay

West Shark Bay

Monkey
Mia
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(deep habitat)

non-sponger
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(shallow habitat)

105
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0–10 m
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Figure 1. Map of Shark Bay. Symbols identify sampling locations for spongers/deep habitat (blue crosses), non-spongers/deep habitat (black circles), and non-

spongers/shallow habitat (red squares); grey triangles identify locations where sponging has been observed (ESB: 1990–2006; WSB: 2007–2010). Different shades

of blue indicate approximate depth.
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electron impact ionization had been used previously to confirm the
identity of the FAME in the reference materials.

(c) Data analysis
Prior to statistical analysis, FA proportions were log-ratio trans-
formed (division of the geometric mean of the sample followed
by log transformation) to meet the criteria of parametric stati-
stical tests. Values of 0 were set to 0.005%, as they could not be
log transformed. This value was safely below the minimum
detectable level [32].

All statistical analyses were carried out in JMP, v. 9.0 (SAS
Institute). As sampling in both gulfs followed different regimes
with regards to time and space, we combined samples from ESB
and WSB to evaluate the influence of foraging type (spongers
versus non-spongers), sampling location and sex. To do this, we
conducted a principal component analyses (PCA) to produce a
reduced set of orthogonal principal components (PCs) from
a large number of original correlated variables that capture most
of the variance of a sample. Only PCs with an eigenvalue over
1.0 were extracted. We then constructed a general linear model
(GLM) to test for foraging type, sampling location and sex on the
resultant PC scores. Effects that were significant on at least one
PC were further examined by GLMs on individual FAs, where
sequential Bonferroni corrections were used to reduce the risk of
committing Type I errors [41].

We also carried out a discriminant analysis (DA) to predict
group membership based on the maximization of mean differ-
ences between values of predefined grouping variables [42].
The null hypothesis that groups have identical means was
tested with Wilk’s lambda (L, significance level p , 0.05).

In addition, we conducted a further GLM analysis on WSB
samples only to detect any effects of habitat and time of sampling
on our results. In ESB, all samples were collected within 1 year
(August 2002) and contained samples from only one habitat type
(deep channel), therefore reducing the possible influence of
confounding factors. WSB samples, however, were sampled ran-
domly at different times (September 2008, April–July 2009) and
in two different habitats, allowing us to investigate the effect of
habitat on time of sampling FA profiles. For WSB, sampling
depthwas used as a proxy for habitat [27,43], categorizing samples
into the depth classes shallow (less than 5 m), moderate (5–10 m)
and deep (more than or equal to 10 m). This classification approxi-
mates the underwater topography of WSB, where sea grass
coverage decreases to approximately 10% at a depth of 5 m due
to limited light penetration, and sponge growth is only evident
deeper than 10 m [27]. To minimize any potential edge effects,
only samples obtained in shallow and deep areas were compared.
In WSB, our previous research showed that individual dolphins
exhibit almost exclusive preference to one particular habitat type
[30]. Thus, we classified samples into foraging type and corre-
sponding depth class, resulting in three foraging type/depth
categories (non-spongers/shallow, non-spongers/deep and spon-
gers/deep). To test for significance between the foraging type/
depth categories, we used Tukey’s honest significant difference
test (Tukey HSD) for post hoc comparisons.

3. Result
FA profiles of spongers and non-spongers in both gulfs of

Shark Bay differed significantly. Moreover, within WSB, FA

profiles were significantly different between spongers and

non-spongers from the same deep channel habitat, while

FA profiles of non-spongers from deep and shallow habitats

could not be distinguished.

We tested for 29 different FAs, 16 ofwhichwere used in stat-

istical analyses as they occurred in quantities larger than 0.5%

and not only trace amounts (figure 2). Seven of the 16 FAs

were most likely primarily from direct dietary intake, while

another eight originated from both diet and biosynthesis [44]

(table 1). The six most abundant FAs were 14 : 0, 16 : 0, 16 : 1

(n2 7), 18 : 1 (n2 9), 18 : 1 (n2 7) and 22 : 6 (n2 3), which

comprised about 70% of all FAs. Five of the six most abundant

FAs in this study were products of both diet and biosynthesis,

while 22 : 6 (n2 3) can only be acquired through dietary

intake [44]. PCA (Varimax rotation) produced five PCs

explaining 79.1% of the total variance in blubber FAs (table 1).

We applied a GLM to infer whether spongers and non-

spongers differed in their FA profiles, controlling for

sampling location (WSB and ESB) and sex as additional

effects. Interactions were not significant, so only main effects

were further examined. The GLM revealed significant differ-

ences between spongers and non-spongers on PC1 (F ¼

5.023, p, 0.032) and a marginally non-significant trend

was found on PC3 (F ¼ 3.359, p, 0.076). WSB and ESB

samples differed significantly on PC1 (F ¼ 7.102, p, 0.012),

PC3 (F ¼ 11.304, p, 0.002) and PC4 (F ¼ 4.175, p, 0.049).

FA profiles did not differ with dolphin sex.

The GLM on individual FA percentages showed that FA

16 : 0 was significantly different between spongers and non-

spongers after Bonferroni corrections (F¼ 10.997, p, 0.002),

while we observed a trend on the FAs 18 : 1 (n2 9), 20 : 1

(n2 9) and 22 : 5 (n2 3). All of these FAs stem from diet

and biosynthesis, except for 20 : 1(n2 9), which is predomi-

nantly of dietary origin [44]. An interaction between

behaviour and sampling location was limited to 22 : 5 (n2 3),

thus, the main effects were examined separately for all

other FAs. The sampling location had a significant effect

on FAs 16 : 4 (n2 3) and 18 : 1 (n2 9) (F¼ 33.316, p, 0.0001

and F ¼ 12.701, p, 0.001, respectively), of which 16 : 4 (n2 3)

is predominantly of dietary origin.

In order to further support differences between FA profiles

of spongers and non-spongers across ESB and WSB, we

applied a DA to determine how well FA profiles could be

classified by foraging type. The DA clearly separated our

dataset into the two foraging groups (L ¼ 0.338, x2 ¼ 30.891,

d.f.¼ 15, p, 0.009, table 2). This test provided a correct assign-

ment of 92.1% with a cross-validation error rate of 13.2%. The

DAplot illustrates a clear separation of spongers and non-spon-

gers, with the 95% confidence regions situated well apart

(figure 3). FAs most closely related to the discriminant function

were 16 : 0, 20 : 1 (n2 9), 22 : 5 (n2 3) and 18 : 1 (n2 9).

The different sampling times in WSB (September 2008 and

April–July 2009) did not have any significant effect on the first

five PCs of FA profiles (data not shown). We found that non-

spongers from different habitats in WSB (deep versus shallow

water) had FA profiles that did not differ from each other, but

that spongers were different from deep-water non-spongers.

There was a significant effect of the foraging type/depth

class (i.e. habitat) on PC1 (F ¼ 6.378, p, 0.009). Post hoc com-

parisons on PC1 revealed a significant difference between

spongers and deep-water non-spongers (p, 0.01), whereas

FA profiles of non-spongers from the different habitats did

not differ significantly (p ¼ 0.07) (figure 4).

4. Discussion
Here, we provide evidence that the cultural transmission of

sponge use during foraging by Shark Bay bottlenose dolphins
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is indeed associatedwith the continued exploitation of an other-

wise unused niche. Niche theory suggests that foraging

specializations are ultimately driven by intraspecific compe-

tition or by trade-offs related to either habitat heterogeneity or

phenotypic differences [1,45–47]. The exploitation of otherwise

unused resources can be beneficial as it offers a competitive

refuge from conspecifics [4]. Thiswill be particularly favourable

in the deep-water channels of Shark Bay, which are known to

be of lower productivity in terms of fish species richness and

biomass [48].

Our results revealed significant FA profile differences

between spongers and non-spongers. The DA grouped spon-

gers and non-spongers with high accuracy (92.1% and 78.9%

cross-validated, respectively, table 2). Our findings strongly

suggests that sponge use in dolphins allows the exploitation

of a novel niche and also leads to a significant long-term

difference in diet between dolphins that use sponges and

those that do not. Based on a widely recognized dietary

analysis test [34], we were able to infer that a culturally

transmitted foraging tactic can lead to exploitation of a

niche that does not seem to be accessible to dolphins that

do not use sponges.

The analysis of FA profiles obtained from superficial

blubber biopsy samples provides a useful tool for making

dietary inferences in bottlenose dolphins. The GLM on PC

scores and individual FAs verified the results from the DA.

We controlled for the effects of both sex and sampling

locations/time (i.e. habitat) on FA profiles. Similar to a

study using the same techniques on common bottlenose dol-

phins (Tursiops truncatus) around the Azores [49], we found

no statistically significant differences in FA profiles by sex.

The different FA profiles of dolphins from WSB and ESB

may be the result of there being dissimilar prey species abun-

dance in the two gulfs. This is conceivable, given the distance

(ca 120 km) between the sampling sites and the different

sampling years (2002 for ESB and 2008/2009 for WSB). Fur-

thermore, we used slightly different preservation methods

for ESB and WSB samples, which may have influenced our

results systematically. However, sampling regimes and

preservation methods were consistent within each gulf. In

ESB, all sampling occurred within just one month in the Aus-

tral winter, so it is unlikely that any temporal aspects affected

our results. In WSB, sampling occurred randomly with

respect to time and habitat over two consecutive Austral

winters. Thus, the key finding of a difference in FA profiles

between spongers and non-spongers using the same habitat

in WSB is likely to be a genuine reflection of long-term

dietary differences [34].

Differences in FA profiles between groups can reflect the

consumption of different prey species, or can reflect a different

mixture of prey species. Potential prey profiles need to be

known in order to distinguish between these different sources

of variation with certainty [44], which was not feasible in this

study. A close examination of the WSB dataset renders it

highly likely that spongers and non-spongers differ strongly in

prey types.We found significantly different FA profiles between

spongers and non-spongers, but not between non-spongers

from the deep and shallow habitats (in which sponging does

not occur), although sample size for non-spongers from the

deep habitat was small. This was unexpected, as prey species

abundance and biomass are known to differ considerably

among the different habitat types in Shark Bay [43]. Thus, indi-

viduals foraging in the same habitat should have similar FA
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profiles, unless their dietary differences are profound. Our find-

ing that spongers and non-spongers foraging in the same habitat

differ significantly in their FA profiles suggests that spongers

include exclusive prey in their diet and, therefore, have only

marginal niche overlap with conspecifics.

Previous studies on Shark Bay dolphins have demon-

strated that vertical social transmission in the appropriate

environment is of critical importance for the acquisition and

spread of sponging behaviour [13,20,21]. Social learning can

be advantageous in a heterogeneous marine environment

without boundaries, where resources are patchily distributed

and mobile prey patches cannot be easily defended [50]. In

particular, when foraging skills are transmitted vertically,

competition on an intra-population level may be reduced,

as vertical cultural transmission produces ecological simi-

larity between parent and offspring. Thus, offspring benefit

from their parents’ knowledge and the inclusive fitness land-

scape is modified as competition occurs mainly among kin.

There is empirical evidence for these kinship effects in ESB,

in which all adult spongers are more closely related than

expected by chance [13], although this is not the case in

WSB [30].

Furthermore, strong intra-population niche variation

allows individuals in close spatial proximity to minimize com-

petition through the exploitation of different resources [1]. This

might have positive effects on population density, as niche seg-

regation allows for increased carrying capacities compared

with ecologically homogeneous populations [51–53]. In this

context, it is important to note that Shark Bay appears to sup-

port one of the highest densities of bottlenose dolphins

worldwide, estimated to be 0.53–0.92 dolphins km22 in parts

of the study area in WSB [54].

Foraging efficiency can be increased by specializing on a

foraging behaviour associated with specific skills that, for

example, improve searching or handling times [47]. The

sponging specialization appears to involve some potentially

costly features, such as spongers appearing to spend

Table 1. PC loadings of FAs sorted by magnitude.

fatty acid PC1 PC2 PC3 PC4 PC5

16 : 0b 0.868 0.125 0.110 20.094 0.176

18 : 0b 0.824 20.154 20.066 20.052 0.250

15 : 0b 0.764 0.442 20.077 20.113 0.304

20 : 1 (n 2 9)a 20.751 20.327 20.134 0.144 0.276

22 : 5 (n 2 3)b 0.737 20.103 0.011 0.523 20.030

14 : 1 (n 2 5)c 0.004 0.920 0.066 20.016 20.034

16 : 1 (n 2 7)b 0.195 0.718 0.328 0.439 0.026

14 : 0b 0.540 0.636 0.002 20.002 0.211

18 : 2 (n 2 6)a 0.440 0.523 0.315 0.250 0.020

22 : 6 (n 2 3)a 0.255 20.500 0.446 0.007 20.193

18 : 1 (n 2 9)b 0.116 0.282 0.859 20.079 20.018

18 : 1 (n 2 7)b 20.053 20.093 0.816 20.211 0.378

16 : 4 (n 2 3)a 0.213 20.124 20.627 20.602 0.112

20 : 5 (n 2 3)a 20.290 20.043 20.148 0.749 0.064

20 : 4 (n 2 6)a 0.305 0.343 20.152 0.739 0.302

20 : 1 (n 2 11)a 20.284 20.115 20.151 20.191 20.839

eigenvalue 5.244 2.538 2.116 1.692 1.066

percentage of variance 32.8 15.9 13.2 10.6 6.7

cumulative percentage 32.8 48.6 61.9 72.4 79.1

aFAs that are primarily from direct dietary intake.
bFAs that can be from both dietary intake and biosynthesis.
cFAs that are primarily from biosynthesis (based on Iverson [44]).

Table 2. Classification results of DA for all individuals.

predicted group

membership

behaviour spongers

non-

spongers

(a) original count spongers 9 2

non-spongers 1 26

% sponger 81.8 18.2

non-spongers 3.7 96.3

(b) cross-

validated

count spongers 8 3

non-spongers 22

% sponger 72.7 27.3

non-spongers 12.9 87.1
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significantly more time foraging than other females and

being more solitary [26,28]. However, these costs could be

offset by increased foraging efficiency, resulting in similar fit-

ness pay-offs in comparison to conspecifics within the

population. In a previous study in ESB, spongers were

found to have higher calving success than non-spongers

[26], although these differences were not significant. Thus,

it is questionable whether there are ultimate costs to this be-

haviour. It awaits further investigation to determine whether

equal fitness pay-offs for spongers are reflected by a trade-off

associated with some costly features, or whether sponging is

frequency-dependent and, perhaps, depends on the foraging

behaviours of other individuals in the population.

It would be interesting to speculate whether the creation of

a novel foraging niche, as in the case of sponging, might actu-

ally cause an alteration of the selective environment through

the process of cultural niche construction [8]. In this case, it

would be conceivable that there may be selection for the mech-

anisms reinforcing behavioural innovations and traditions,

i.e. vertical social learning, cognition and prolonged infancy

period [55]. Although primarily documented in humans [56],

some evidence of how vertical cultures may structure popu-

lations can be found in cetaceans [57]. Sperm whales

(Physeter macrocephalus) live in stable, matrilineal, culturally

determined clans that display significant variation in foraging

tactics, habitat use patterns and vocal dialects. It has been

proposed that the low effective mtDNA population sizes of

sperm whales (and other matrilineal whales) are the result

of selection on matrilineally transmitted cultural traits, upon

which neutral mtDNA alleles ‘hitchhike’ [57], although

this was hotly debated ([58] and discussion of thereafter,

pp. 324–382). Culturally induced behavioural diversification

may also have led to evolutionary diversification in killer

whales (Orcinus orca). The ongoing sympatric speciation of

ecotypes that differ in genetics, morphology, behaviour and

acoustics has been suggested as the result of divergence

through culturally acquired behaviours within stable social

groups [59]. Furthermore, cultural niche constructing activities,

such as habitat selection, can influence the genetic structure of

populations [8]. Evidence can be found in the WSB bottlenose

dolphin population, in which matrilineal haplotype distri-

bution strongly correlates with habitat characteristics and is

likely to be linked to vertical social transmission [30].

5. Conclusion
In this research, we inferred that culturally transmitted

sponge use in dolphins allows the exploitation of a novel

foraging niche, providing evidence for cultural niche exploi-

tation in bottlenose dolphins. Our findings offer insights

into the potential for cultural niche construction and selection

pressures facilitating the evolution of cultural transmission of

novel niches. They also suggest that the vertical cultural

transmission of foraging tactics may provide an important

mechanism for reducing intra-specific competition.
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